The owners of 811 Portland, Chris and Abbey Green, recently celebrated the 10 year-long rehabilitation of a house that had been boarded up and unoccupied for 25 years. Through six State Historic Preservation Tax Credit projects they made the Queen Anne house their primary residence. They rebuilt the double hung windows; fabricated custom shingles and trim for the exterior; scraped, sanded, primed, and painted the exterior; repaired plaster; upgraded the electrical system; and put heat in rooms that did not have it before. The rehabilitation of 811 Portland, which is located within the boundaries of the Keweenaw National Historic Park, reflects the preservation ethic the park seeks to establish in communities within the park boundaries. The Greens have shared what they know with others in Calumet and hired local youth to assist them in their work. The house at 811 Portland has gone from being known as ‘the scary house,’ to a model for others to follow.